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PREFACE
The document describes the application programming interface (API) for writing a connectivity
application to Omgeo Central Trade ManagerSM(Omgeo CTM).

Audience
This document is for Java programmers and system architects who are developing a direct interface to
Omgeo CTM by using one of the following:
•
•

The internet
A leased line on Omgeo’s private network or on a managed third-party network supported by
Omgeo

Typographic Conventions
Unless otherwise noted in the text, this manual uses the following conventions:
Type Style

Usage

Example

Bold

Emphasis in body text

“Always process all of your...”

Italic

New terms or concepts

“The Trade Date is...”

Field names, XML elements

The Block Status field

Citations

See the XML Message Specification.

Monospace

Code such as commands, functions,
names, and syntax

int tries=0;

Monospace Bold

Emphasis in code

<ID_1>1225<\ID_1>

Monospace Italic

Variable names in code

dd-mm-yy[svr_name].[date].doc
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Related Documents
For related documents, go to www.omgeo.com/documentation.
Omgeo also offers training to clients on how the product works and how to use it. Course information and a
calendar of offerings are available at www.omgeo.com/training..

About Omgeo
Omgeo creates certainty in post-trade operations through the automation and timely confirmation of
the economic details of trades executed between investment managers and broker/dealers. Every day,
Omgeo enables an efficient community of more than 6,000 financial services clients in 45 countries to
manage matching and exception handling of trade allocations, confirmations, and settlement
instructions. Leading organizations rely on Omgeo to help manage an increasingly complex investment
industry by providing operational stability and solutions that complement the focus on profitability in an
era of escalating trade volumes. Across borders, asset classes, and trade life cycles, Omgeo is the global
standard for operational efficiency across the investment industry. Formed in 2001, Omgeo is jointly
owned by the DTCC and Thomson Reuters.
For more information about Omgeo, please visit www.omgeo.com.

About The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation
The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC), through its subsidiaries, provides clearance,
settlement and information services for equities, corporate and municipal bonds, government and
mortgage-backed securities, money market instruments, and over-the-counter derivatives.
In addition, DTCC is a leading processor of mutual funds and insurance transactions, linking funds and
carriers with financial firms and third parties who market these products. DTCC’s depository provides
custody and asset servicing for 3.5 million securities issues from the United States and 110 other
countries and territories, valued at $40 trillion. Last year, DTCC settled more than $1.8 quadrillion in
securities transactions. DTCC has operating facilities in multiple locations in the United States and
overseas. For more information on DTCC, visit www.dtcc.com.

About Thomson Reuters
Thomson Reuters is the world's leading source of intelligent information for businesses and
professionals. We combine industry expertise with innovative technology to deliver critical information
to leading decision makers in the financial, legal, tax and accounting, scientific, health care and media
markets, powered by the world's most trusted news organization. With headquarters in New York and
major operations in London and Eagan, Minnesota, Thomson Reuters employs more than 50,000
people in 93 countries. Thomson Reuters shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE:
TRI); Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX: TRI); London Stock Exchange (LSE: TRIL); and Nasdaq
(NASDAQ: TRIN). For more information, go to www.thomsonreuters.com.
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About Omgeo Partners

About Omgeo Partners
Omgeo partners with leading service and technology providers to enable clients to achieve the
efficiencies of true straight-through processing. The advanced, pre-integrated solutions developed in
collaboration with our partners simplify our clients’ integration with Omgeo services. Our mutual
clients immediately notice a greater return on investment from the benefits of offering a streamlined
settlement process, an ability to leverage existing systems to provide new services, and enhanced data
integrity. Partners include buy-side order management systems, portfolio management systems, sell-side
trading systems, service bureaus for investment managers and broker/dealers, back-office systems
providers, reconciliation providers, middleware providers, consulting firms, and network providers.
Today, Omgeo has more than 60 partners with over 80 certified interfaces. For more information,
please visit www.omgeo.com/partners.

Questions? Ask Us
Omgeo’s Client Contact Center (CCC) provides general assistance and technical help. To enter a
service request, check the status of an existing service request, search our knowledge base, access our
library of documentation, visit our Bulletin Board, or get further contact information, please visit
www.omgeo.com/ClientCenter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter summarizes how to connect to Omgeo CTM. It then describes the requirements for
writing a connectivity application and setting up the programming environment. This chapter also
describes how to compile and run a connectivity application.
This chapter includes the following sections:
Section

Page

Connecting to Omgeo CTM

9

Requirements

10

Setting Up Your Environment

11

Compiling and Running Your Connectivity Application

12

Connecting to Omgeo CTM
To communicate with Omgeo CTM, you write a connectivity application that uses Omgeo’s
application programming interfaces (APIs) and industry-standard protocols. These APIs are called Direct
Client Interfaces (DCIs). Once your in-house application connects to the Omgeo CTM host, the
transport layer submits messages to Omgeo CTM and returns messages to your application.

The Java Class DCIWebSession
You can use the Java class DCIWebSession to implement a connectivity application that provides:
•
•
•
•
•

A secure messaging environment implemented with the Hypertext Transfer Protocol over the
Secure Socket Layer (HTTPS) or Transport Layer Security (TLS)
A client-side API for connecting Omgeo CTM to your in-house applications
Reliable, high-volume, multi-threaded, real-time messaging
Increased message volume as your business grows
A cross-platform development and runtime environment
Note

This guide does not explain the format of outgoing messages or the interpretation of
incoming messages. For information on these topics, refer to the XML Message Specification.
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Type of Host-to-Host Connections
The Java Class DCIWebSession establishes a host-to-host connection over one of the following:
•
•

The Internet
A leased line on the private Omgeo network or on a managed third-party network supported by
Omgeo
Note

For a list of managed third-party networks supported by Omgeo, contact your Omgeo
Integration consultant.

Requirements
To create a host-to-host connection to Omgeo CTM using the DCIWebSession class, you must have:
•

One of the following:
•
•

An Internet connection
A leased line on Omgeo’s private network or on a managed third-party network supported by
Omgeo

•

A name-to-IP address-translation service, such as the Domain Name Service (DNS)

•

The file DCIWebSession1_1_7.jar, supplied by Omgeo Integration

•
•

Java Developer’s Kit (JDK) 1.5 or later
For information on Java, go to http://java.sun.com.

Supported Platforms
The connectivity application that you write, like any other Java application, should work on any
platform that supports the version of Java that you are running.

Host Address and Port Information
You must obtain the following from Omgeo Integration:
•
•

An Omgeo CTM host name or a URL/URI
IP port numbers

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) Proxy
You can use a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) proxy server when you connect over the Internet. If you use
a proxy, you need:
•

The host name or IP address of your SSL tunnel proxy

•

The port number of your SSL tunnel proxy

To get a copy of The SSL Protocol Specification (Version 3.0), go to http://www.mozilla.org/projects
/security/pki/nss/ssl/draft302.txt.
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Setting Up Your Environment
To set up your environment, you must install the jar file, extract the Javadoc files, and set the
CLASSPATH environment variable.

Installing the jar File
To set up your environment, get the file DCIWebSession1_1_7.jar from Omgeo Integration. You can
install this file in any location that is accessible to the connectivity application that you will write.

Extracting the Javadoc Files
The file DCIWebSession1_1_7.jar contains Javadoc files that provide a detailed description of the
methods contained in the API. Extract the Javadoc files from the jar file, and refer to them as you read
this guide. The Javadoc files are the only files that you need to extract.

Setting Up CLASSPATH
Before you compile and run connectivity applications, you must set up the CLASSPATH environment
variable.
UNIX Environment
To set up the CLASSPATH environment variable in a UNIX environment, enter:
# The directory to which DCI Web is copied
DCIWEB_DIR=directory_name
# Add to existing CLASSPATH
CLASSPATH=${DCIWEB_DIR}/DciWebSession1_1_7.jar:${CLASSPATH}

Windows Environment
To set up the CLASSPATH environment variable in a Windows environment, enter:
rem
SET
rem
set

The directory to which DCI Web is copied
DCIWEB_DIR=directory_name
Add to existing CLASSPATH
CLASSPATH=%DCIWEB_DIR%\DCIWebSession1_1_7.jar;%CLASSPATH%
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Compiling and Running Your Connectivity
Application
Once you have set the CLASSPATH environment variable, compile your application and then run it.
For both operations, you must include CLASSPATH in the command line.

UNIX Environment
To compile your application in a UNIX environment, enter:
javac other-arguments -classpath $CLASSPATH client-ap-class

When your application compiles without errors, run the application by entering:
java other-arguments -classpath $CLASSPATH client-ap-class

Windows Environment
To compile your application in a Windows environment, enter:
javac other-arguments -classpath %CLASSPATH% client-ap-class

When your application compiles without errors, run it by entering:
java other-arguments -classpath %CLASSPATH% client-ap-class
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2. IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter describes how to implement a host-to-host connection to Omgeo CTM over the Internet
or an Omgeo-supported leased line. It includes the following information:
Section

Page

Overview of a DCIWebSession

13

DCIWebSession Class and Methods

16

The DCIWebSession Constructor

17

Submitting a Message

19

Logging Out

22

Diagnosing Connection Problems

22

Overview of a DCIWebSession
A connectivity application to the Omgeo CTM host must do the following:
1. Establish a session by using the constructor DCIWebSession().
Each instance, which can be accessed only by a single-client thread, authenticates and establishes a
client/server connection on the Omgeo CTM host. Your application can create as many instances
as required for multi-threading.
Note

By default, multiple submit()s are serialized; they will not happen simultaneously. To allow
multiple messages to be submit()ed simultaneously, the Java process must be started with the
system property DCIWEB_ASYNC_MODE=TRUE.

2. While there are messages to submit, the application must:
a. Create an Omgeo CTM XML message, such as TradeLevel, TradeDetail, and InfoRequest.
See the XML Message Specification for information on creating the XML message.
b. Invoke the submit() method.
The submit() method sends the Omgeo CTM XML message to the Omgeo CTM host and
receives the response message.The submit() method works like a remote procedure call. It
performs an HTTP GET operation.
c. Handle the result of the submit().
If errors occur, see the section “Restarting after a Failure” on page 21.
3. Invoke the logout() method to terminate the messaging session on the Omgeo CTM host.
For a list of methods, see Table 2-1 on page 16.
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Establishing a Connection
When an application tries to establish a connection, the Omgeo CTM host verifies that it presents one
of the following credentials:
•
•

A valid session token
A valid username and password

The host first checks for a session token. If the application does not present a token, the host checks for
a username and password. The username and password supplied to the DCIWebSession constructor are
used to respond to the authentication challenges. Consequently, an explicit login() method is not
needed.
If the credentials are valid, the host returns a session token, which is communicated as a cookie. Once
the application has the token, subsequent submit() messages are processed more quickly.
When logout() asks the Omgeo CTM host to terminate the session, the host stops recognizing the
current session token as valid. As a result, when you invoke submit() again, the host re-authenticates the
application.
The DCIWebSession code handles this entire process behind the scenes.

Submit Message Protocol
The submit message protocol is a set of rules governing communication and transfer of data between
your client application and the Omgeo CTM host. This protocol ensures that each state-change
message is processed only once and delivered safely to and from the Omgeo CTM host.
Note

To ensure that your application operates as expected, you must follow this protocol.

If you need additional information, contact your Omgeo Integration project manager. Figure 2.1 on
page 14 illustrates the customary protocol. It does not show error handling.
Client
1. Creates message
Creates a message and
bonds a unique ID to the
message.

Omgeo CTM Host

2. Submit
Calls submit() with a
unique ID and message.

3. Receives and safestores the message and
ID.

5. Handles the response
Receives the response
and safe-stores it.

4. Sends the response.

Figure 2.1 Omgeo CTM Message Protocol Without Error Handling
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Client-Side Requirements for the Submit Message Protocol
On the client side, the submit message protocol has the following requirements:
•

•

Your application must attach a unique transport message ID to each message. This message
transport ID must remain unique indefinitely and must be bonded to the message. This bonding
or association must be reliably (transactionally) stored on disk before submit() is invoked.
If your application receives a failure, it must resend the same message with the same transport
message ID.

Host-Side Requirements for the Submit Message Protocol
On the Omgeo CTM host side, the submit message protocol has the following requirements:
•

When the host receives a message, it must verify that the transport message ID is unique. If the
ID is unique, the message is processed as a new message: the host examines the data in the
message, safe-stores it, and sends a confirmation response.

•

If the transport message ID is a duplicate, the host must assume that the client application did not
receive and safe-store the response. In this case, the host does not process the message. Instead,
the host resends the original response to the client.
Note

Currently, the host does not attempt to compare messages with the same transport message
ID. As a result, if you send two different messages with the same ID, you may get
unexpected results. The second message will receive the response sent to the first message.

Session Management
The creation of a session is an expensive operation. To maintain efficiency and maximize throughput, it
is important to preserve a session for as long as possible. Failure to preserve a session can result in
spending more processing time creating sessions than sending/receiving messages.
When a DCIWebSession is created, a token is generated and stored in the DCIWebSession object.
Each submit() call sends the token for validation of an active session to the host.
A DCIWebSession should only be created once and maintained throughout the lifecycle of a worker
process. It is only necessary to call the logout() method on the termination of the worker process or if
you want to explicitly terminate the session and re-establish a new session.
New sessions should only be created only under the following conditions:
•
•
•

A worker process is being initialized and the DCIWebSession object has not been created
Connectivity is unexpectedly lost
It is necessary to periodically logout() and re-established connectivity
Note

Occasionally, a session terminates due to inactivity. If a session is terminated for this reason,
the DCIWebSession will detect this condition and automatically re-establish a new session.
Therefore it is not necessary to test for a valid session prior to each submit().
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Where Communication Links May Fail
During the transmission of a message and the response, the communication link may fail for one of the
following reasons:
•
•
•

The Omgeo CTM host does not receive the message, and the client application submit() method
returns a failure.
The Omgeo CTM host receives the message, but fails to handle it. The host returns a failure
notification, and the client submit() method returns a failure.
The Omgeo CTM host receives the message, successfully safe-stores it, and sends a confirmation
response. However, before the client application receives the response, the communication line
drops, and the confirmation is lost. The client submit() method returns a failure.

The last scenario is the most challenging. As with any type of Remote Procedure Call (RPC), the
Omgeo CTM host cannot detect that the client application received a failure instead of a confirmation.
From the host's perspective, it has received the message, handled it, and notified the client. The client
receives a failure and does not know that the host has received the message.
The communication link may fail when you submit a query message:
•

•

If the application sends Omgeo CTM a query message and the submission fails (the submit()
method throws an IOException), you must re-query. The result may be different because the host
state has changed. Query messages give a current view into Omgeo CTM trades.
After a query is successfully submitted, it may fail because the query itself is invalid. In this case,
you receive a response (for example, an Invalid message) from the host as defined in the XML
Message Specification.

However, messages such as TradeLevel, TradeDetail, and Cancel change the state of the Omgeo CTM
host. Unlike query messages, state-change messages must be processed only once. To ensure this, your
application and the Omgeo CTM host must adhere to the guidelines described in the section “Submit
Message Protocol” on page 14.

DCIWebSession Class and Methods
The DCIWebSession class defines the methods listed in Table 2-1:
Table 2-1 DCIWebSession Class and Methods
Item

Description

See

DCIWebSession()

The session constructor that contains the information required
to connect to Omgeo CTM.

Table 2-2, ”The DCIWebSession()
Constructor Parameters,” on page 17.

submit()

Sends and receives messages.

Table 2-3, ”The submit() Method
Parameters,” on page 19.

logout()

Terminates the session on the Omgeo CTM host.

The section “Logging Out” on page 22.

echo()

Returns the message exactly as it was sent for diagnostic
purposes.

The section “Using Echo()” on page 23.

setTrace()

Turns client-side diagnostic tracing on or off (default). The
messages are written to the standard output device (stdout).

The section “Using setTrace() to View
Debugging Messages” on page 23.
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Note

An application can call the DCIWebSession constructor and submit() method with certain
system properties set that throw a timeout exception when either the underlying TCP
connect or read operations take too long to complete. These properties are:
• com.omgeo.ctm.dciweb.connectTimeout
• com.omgeo.ctm.dciweb.readTimeout
Each property can be set to a value of zero or more milliseconds. If these properties are not
set or set to zero, the underlying TCP connect or read operation never times out. Timeouts
generate a java.net.SocketTimeoutException.

The DCIWebSession Constructor
Use constructor DCIWebSession() to create a session instance and attach a unique ID to the message.
You do this before creating the message structure.The parameters of the constructor DCIWebSession()
contain connection information required by all other methods for the DCIWebSession class.

Parameters of the DCIWebSession Constructor
Table 2-2 lists the parameters for the DCIWebSession() constructor:
Table 2-2 The DCIWebSession() Constructor Parameters
Parameters

Data Type

Description

protocolName

String

The type of connection: https or http. Typically, https is required.

host

String

The Internet host name of the Omgeo Central Trade Manager service. Provided by Omgeo.

port

int

The host port number. Provided by Omgeo.

loginURL

String

The URL of the login servlet on the Omgeo CTM host.
Value: “/home/WS/DCILogin”

username

String

The username for authenticating your application on the Omgeo CTM host. Provided by
Omgeo.

password

String

The password used when the Omgeo CTM host authenticates your application. Provided by
Omgeo.

sslProxyHost

String

The IP address of your SSL tunnel proxy. Get the address from your network administrator.
This value is null if you do not use SSL tunneling.

sslProxyPort

int

The port number of your SSL tunnel proxy. Get the port number from your network
administrator.
This parameter is ignored if sslProxyHost is null.

sslProxyUserName

String

The username for authentication on your proxy.

sslProxyPasswd

String

The password for authentication on your proxy.

Exception Handling
If a session error occurs, the DCIWebSession constructor throws an IOException, that contains
information on the error.
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Code Example
The following code example creates a DCIWebSession instance:
boolean success=false
int tries=0;
DCIWebSession session=null;
while(!success&&(tries++<3)){ // try 3 times
try{
session =
new DCIWebSession("https","www.omgeo.net", 443,
"/home/WS/DCILogin", "myUserId",
"myPassword", null, 0);
success=true;
}catch(java.net.SocketTimeoutException socketex){}
}

Attaching a Unique ID to a State-Change Message
When sending a state-change message, your application must durably attach a unique transport message
identifier (ID) to the message before creating a message structure and invoking submit(). This unique
transport message ID must be bonded to the message, and this bonding or association must be reliably
(transactionally) stored on disk before submit() is invoked.
Notes • Storing the association of a message and the transport message ID on disk rather than in
memory is critical to the success of your application. You can use any disk-storage
method, such as a file or queuing application.
• If you already have a unique identifier for the message, you can use it as long as it will not
be used for any other message.
Your application violates the submit message protocol if, for example, it generates the transport message
ID inside a transaction that could be rolled back upon a submit() failure.

Generating a Unique Identifier
There are several algorithms for generating unique identifiers such as the transport message ID. These
algorithms typically use the date, time, and something unique to the organization, such as a URL/URI
or a network card identifier from the machine that generates the ID. If a given machine generates more
than one series of unique IDs, the process identifier (PID) can be included as part of the identifier.
Note

The identifier must remain unique indefinitely. You cannot reuse an ID.

For Omgeo Central Trade Manager, the transport message ID identifier must be be unique only within
your organization. A relationship is not required between successive, unique identifiers. Identifiers are
simply unique; they are not sequence numbers.
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Submitting a Message
When your application has messages to submit, it creates the Omgeo CTM message, invokes the
submit() method, and handles the results.
Note

Before continuing with this implementation procedure, see the section “Submit Message
Protocol” on page 14 for information about the required protocol.

Creating a Omgeo CTM XML Message
The Omgeo CTM XML messages contain all business content used by the service. For information on
creating these XML messages, see the XML Message Specification.

Parameters of the Submit() Method
Use the submit() method to send a message to the Omgeo CTM host and receive a response. Table 2-3
lists the submit() method’s parameters:
Table 2-3 The submit() Method Parameters
Parameter

Data Type

Description

destPath

string

Path on the Omgeo CTM host that identifies the service to which the message
will be sent.
Value: “/home/WS/DCISubmit”

msgBytes

byte[ ]

Byte array containing the message to send.

msgOffset

int

Index of the first byte of the message in the msgBytes array.

msgLen

int

Number of message bytes within msgBytes starting at msgOffset.

msgClass

string

The type of message file. Value: “xml”

msgID

string

Unique transport message identifier (ID) that the sender assigns to each
message.

isExceptionWhenDuplicate
MsgID

boolean

Indicates whether or not to throw a DuplicateMessageException when a nonunique transport message ID is used.
If this parameter is true, reusing an ID throws a DuplicateMessageException.
The text of the exception, retrieved by getMessage(), contains the original
response for that ID.
If the parameter is false, reusing an ID does not throw a
DuplicateMessageException. The return value from submit() contains the
original response.
Set the value of this parameter as follows:
Query message: false.
Because queries do not change the host state, the transport message ID is
ignored and a DuplicateMessageException is not thrown.
New state-change message: true.
A DuplicateMessageException should not be thrown unless the transport
message ID is non-unique. If an exception is thrown, it should be handled as a
serious error.
Resubmitted state-change message: false.
It is not known if the Omgeo CTM server processed the original message. The
server returns the result of processing the original message regardless of
when it was processed.
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Guidelines for Using the Submit() Method
When using the submit() method:
1. Provide the destination path to Omgeo CTM: “/home/WS/DCISubmit”.
2. Provide the XML message buffer, which must use character encoding that is specified in
ISO-8859-1.
3. Provide the start offset and the length of the XML message in the buffer.
4. Specify xml as the message class. Currently, this is the only supported parameter.
5. Provide the transport message ID, which is a unique identifier for the message. It does not identify
the trade.

Code Example
The following code example calls submit():
private static final String XML_MESSAGE_CLASS = "xml";
byte[] outMsg = null;
byte[] submitMessage(DCIWebSession session,
String strMsg,
String uniqueID,
boolean
isExceptionWhenDuplicateMessageID){
boolean connectSuccess=false;
int tries=0;
while(!connectSuccess&&(tries++<3)){
/* try 3 times only if we get a
SocketTimeoutException */
try {
/* Very important to use the getBytes() overload with
an explicit charsetName argument, as code may be
run where ISO-8859-1 is not the default character
set */
byte[] inMsg = strMsg.getBytes("ISO-8859-1");
// pointer to unique ID generation
// argument for duplicate handling
outMsg = session.submit(
SUBMIT_URL, // destPath (URL)
inMsg, // msgBytes
0, // msgOffset
inMsg.length, //msgLen
XML_MESSAGE_CLASS, // msgClass
uniqueID, // msgID
isExceptionWhenDuplicateMessageID);
connectSuccess=true;
}catch(java.net.SocketTimeoutException socketex){
continue; // retry if SocketTimeout.
// Make sure SocketTimeoutException is caught before
// IOException so that retry logic works
}catch (DCIWebSession.LoginFailure e){
// e.getMessage() is plain text - handle out of band
connectSuccess=true;
}
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catch (DCIWebSession.DuplicateMessageException e){
// e.getMessage() is XML message
outMsg = e.getMessage().getBytes();
connectSuccess=true;
}
catch (DCIWebSession.InvalidMessageException e){
/* for submit(), the Invalid CTM message will not
cause an exception the message text will be
included in the data returned from submit()*/
// e.getMessage() is XML message, if available
outMsg = e.getMessage().getBytes();
connectSuccess=true;
}
catch (DCIWebSession.HttpException e) {
// e.getMessage() is plain text - handle out of band
// examine text to see HTTP response code and text
connectSuccess=true;
}
catch (IOException e){
/* all exceptions caught by DCIWebSession are
re-thrown as an IOException*/
// e.getMessage() is plain text - handle out of band
// examine text to see actual exception text
connectSuccess=true;
}
}
return outMsg;
}

Results of Calling the Submit() Method
If the submit call succeeds, it returns the received message in a byte array. If the submit() call fails, it
throws an IOException with specific details on the error.
Note

If submit() is called and the connection has been dropped for any reason, the application
automatically attempts to re-establish the session. You do not need to program this logic into
your application.

Restarting after a Failure
If your application has any fatal errors after calling submit(), and before safe-storing the response from
the host, re-submit the same message with the same unique transport message ID. This allows the
Omgeo CTM host to process each client state-change message only once while ensuring that the client
receives a response message even if the communication fails.
When restarting after a failure, your application should do the following:
1. Identify any messages not confirmed by Omgeo CTM.
2. Resend each unconfirmed message with the same unique transport message ID from the original
message.
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The Omgeo CTM host receives the message and detects that the transport message ID is a
duplicate. Following the protocol, the host interprets this as an indication either of a
communications failure or a failure that occurred before the client safe-stored the original response
message. The host does not process the message. Instead, the host returns the original confirmation
response to the client. For more details on the protocol, see the section “Submit Message Protocol”
on page 14.
3. Obtain the confirmation response and safe-store it before proceeding to the next message.

Logging Out
When messaging activities are complete, the client application calls logout() to end the session on the
Omgeo CTM host.
The following code shows an example of the logout() method
/*

Done with the processing loop. Close all open resources.
First, close out the DCI connection */
try {
session.logout();
}
catch (IOException ex){
System.out.println("DCI logout failed...\n" +
ex.printStackTrace());
}

After logging out, any subsequent messaging activity (submits) by the application creates a new session,
which in turn requires another logout.
Note

The session terminates automatically if the client application remains idle for a specified
period. Idle time is a period in which no communication occurs between the client
application and the Omgeo CTM host. Idle time is configured system-wide on the Omgeo
CTM host. Your application automatically resumes any session that terminates in this
manner. No additional login calls are needed.

Diagnosing Connection Problems
If you cannot connect to the Omgeo CTM host, the problem may occur at one or more of these layers:
•
•

SSL or HTTP protocol
Omgeo CTM application

To determine the location of the problem, follow these steps:
1. Determine if the problem is at the SSL or HTTP protocol layer.
Call the setTrace() method from the DCIWebSession library, and set JSSE-level tracing. See the
next section, “Using setTrace() to View Debugging Messages.”
2. If the problem is not at the SSL or HTTP layers, determine if the problem is at the Omgeo CTM
application layer.
Call the echo() method from the DCIWebSession library to find out if your message is being
submitted. See the section “Using Echo()” on page 23.
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Using setTrace() to View Debugging Messages
The DCIWebSession generates layer-event messages that describe what is happening while the
application is running. These DCIWebSession layer-event messages are written to the standard output
device (stdout) and are turned off by default. You control whether or not these messages are written by
using:
session.setTrace(true | false);

where:
•
•

true: displays the messages
false (default): turns off the messages

Note

To turn on SSL-level tracing, you can set the system properties java.security.debug or
javax.net.debug so that the Sun Java library prints diagnostic information to the standard
output device. The document Java Secure Socket Extension Reference Guide (JSSE) Reference
Guide describes both properties (http://java.sun.com).

You can diagnose many connectivity problems more effectively by using JSSE tracing instead of
setTrace().

Using Echo()
If you have problems processing a message, call echo() to verify that the connection is established. The
echo() method checks that you are authenticated and returns the data exactly as it was sent.
The echo() method returns a request message and the requestProperties echoed by the server in a byte
array. The responseHeaders map is populated with echoed requestProperties. The echo() method throws
an IOException when the message cannot be sent.
Table 2-4 describes the echo() parameters.
Table 2-4 Echo() Parameters
Parameter

Data Type

Description

destPath

string

Path on the Omgeo CTM host which identifies the service to which the message is
sent.

contentType

string

MIME content type of data being sent.
Example: “application/xml”

content
Encoding

string
(optional)

HTTP Content-encoding.
Values: “gzip”, “compress”, or null. If contentEncoding is null, “gzip” is used:
msgBytes is automatically zipped on send and the results are unzipped on return.

msgBytes

byte[ ]

Byte array containing the message to be sent.

msgOffset

int

Index of first byte of the message in the msgBytes array.

msgLen

int

Number of bytes of the message within msgBytes, starting at msgOffset.

request
Properties

java.util.Map

A map of request properties which are sent to the server as HTTP request headers

response
Headers

java.util.Map

A Map in which to store HTTP response headers returned from the server. Should
be empty upon calling this method.
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Code Example
The following code example assumes a DCIWebSession has already been created. It does not include
any exception handling.
import java.util.Map;
boolean testEcho(DCIWebSession session) throws IOException
{
byte msg[] = "Echo This".getBytes("ISO8859_1");
Map requestProperties = new java.util.HashMap();
Map responseHeaders = new java.util.HashMap();
requestProperties.put("myProperty1", "myValue1");
requestProperties.put("myProperty2", "myValue2");
byte echoMsg[] =
webSession.echo("/home/WS/DCIEcho",
// URL for destPath
"text/xml",
// ContentType
null,
/* ContentEncoding,
automatically gzip
*/
msg, 0, msg.length,
/* msgBytes, msgOffset
and msgLen to echo */
requestProperties,
// Properties to echo
responseHeaders);
/* place to store echoed
headers */

/* At this point:
(1)
the contents of msg[] should be the same as
the contents of echoMsg[]
(2)
the contents of responseHeaders should be the
same as the contents of resquestProperties
*/
}
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A. ERROR CODES
This appendix describes the following error codes:
Section

Page

HTTP Protocol Exceptions

25

HTTP Exceptions

25

All Other Exceptions

25

HTTP Protocol Exceptions
The Omgeo CTM host can return these exceptions:
•
•

HttpURLConnection.HTTP_UNAUTHORIZED(401): LoginFailure
Indicates that your login username, password, or URL is invalid, and the login failed.
HttpURLConnection.HTTP_CONFLICT(409): DuplicateMessageException
Indicates that you sent a message with a duplicate ID. When the Omgeo CTM host detects a
message with a duplicate ID, it checks to see if duplicates are allowed (the
isExceptionWhenDuplicateMessageID parameter is used). When duplicates are not allowed, it
returns this exception. Your application should convert this exception (409) to a
DuplicateMessageException.

HTTP Exceptions
All other HTTP return codes return an HTTP exception. These exceptions can occur before or after a
message arrives at the Omgeo CTM host.
The exception contains HTTP response code and text. For descriptions of the status code and text (also
called a reason phrase), see the Hypertext Transfer Protocol—HTTP/1.1 at http://www.w3.org/
Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616.html.

All Other Exceptions
All other exceptions caught by the DCIWebSession are rethrown as an IOException. In these cases, this
means that there is an error in the Java API call (for example, a request for a non-existent URL). The
exception is always unexpected. The exception text contains the text of original exception. Your
application needs to catch the exception and call getMessage() to retrieve the exception text.
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